1. Introduction, In [6] Satake set up a general theory of zonal spherical functions on a reductive linear algebraic group over a p-adic field. One problem left open was the determination of the explicit form of the spherical functions and the Plancherel measure. In this note we shall present explicit formulas for these things in the case of a Chevalley group. Detailed proofs will appear elsewhere.
2. Notation. Let o be a complete discrete valuation ring and K its field of fractions. Choose a generator ir of the maximal ideal of o. Suppose that the residue field of o is finite and has q elements.Then K is locally compact (and totally disconnected) with respect to the valuation topology.
Let g be a complex semi-simple Lie algebra, § a Cartan sub-algebra of g, and V the vector-space dual of Ï). The dual V* of V is then identified with I). If ££!)= V* and rj E V we write (£, rj) for the value of rj at £ (or of £ at 77). Let AC V be the set of (nonzero) roots of 8 relative to Ï), and for each root a let a*GF* be the corresponding coweight. Choose a system of fundamental roots II in A; we can then speak of positive and negative roots. The roots generate a free abelian group RQ V of rank Z = dim F, and II is a basis of R. Let R* denote the set of all £G V* such that (£, a) EZ for all roots a. Then R*^Hom(R, Z) and is a free abelian group of rank I contained in F*, and contains all the coweights a*. Let R% be the set of all \&R* such that (X, a) ê 0 for all positive roots a.
The Weyl group Woî 8 (relative to fy) acts on % and hence on F by transposition. Any element of R* can be brought into i?* by the action of some element of W. For each w£ W let n(w) denote the number of positive roots a such that w(a) <0, and let P(t) denote the Poincaré polynomial (2.1)
summed over all wEW. More generally, if XE-K* let
summed over all w G W such that w(X)=X. Then P\(t) divides P(t)> and we put
Let X a (<*GA); a* (a Eu) be a Chevalley basis of g relative to %. Let öz be the Lie sub-ring of g generated by these basis elements, and let §K -K®$ Z and 0o = o®Gz. For each tEK and a G A let #«(0 = exp(/ ad X a ), which is an automorphism of 6#. For each homomorphism x : R-+K* let h(x) be the automorphism of QK which leaves each basis element a* fixed and maps X a to x(«)^« for all a G A. Let G be the group of automorphisms of fix generated by the x a (t) and the *(x).
We define sub-groups [/, H, N oî G as follows. JÏ is generated by the h(x) and is isomorphic to Hom(i?, K*); N is generated by the x a (t) for all tÇzK and all positive roots a; and £/ is the stabilizer in G of the lattice g 0 . The group G is locally compact and U is a maximal compact sub-group of G, and is open in G.
The choice of generator w enables us to embed Z in K* by n»w n , and hence i2*G*Hom(.R, 2) in H£*Hom(R f K*). If XGi?*, let ?r x denote the image of X in -iff; explicitly, 7r
x maps each Jf 0 to T (Xt0t) X a . Finally, let J?° (resp. H%) be the image of R* (resp. i?*) in £T. Then 3. Spherical functions. In this paragraph G is any unimodular separable locally compact topological group, and U is a compact sub-group of G. Let L(G, U) be the C-vector space of all complexvalued continuous functions on G which have compact support and are bi-invariant with respect to U, that is to say are constant on each double coset UxU oi U in G. Fix a Haar measure dx on G and define multiplication in L(G 9 U) to be convolution:
Then a zonal spherical f unction (z.s.f. for short) on G relative to U is defined to be a complex-valued continuous function won G which satisfies the following three conditions: (1) co is bi-invariant with respect to U; (2) co(l) = l; (3) ƒ *w=X/w for all fEL(G 9 U) f where X/ is a complex number depending on ƒ. For the theory of spherical functions we refer to [2], [3] , [7j. 4. Spherical functions on a Chevalley group. Now let G and Ï7 be as defined in §2. An elementary argument, based on the existence of an automorphism of g which sends every coweight a* to its negative, shows that L(G t U) is commutative (see [3, p. 408] for the corresponding result in the real case).
The following construction gives z.s.f.'s on G (relative to U). Let <f>: H°~~>C* be a homomorphism, and use the Iwasawa decomposition (2.5) to extend 0 to a function on the whole of G: if xÇzUhN with h&H°, define </>(x) to be 0(fc). Now let (4.1) <a<t,(x) = I <j>{or l u)du J u where du is Haar measure on the compact group U, normalized so that the measure of U is 1. Then c^ is a z.s.f. on G relative to Z7, and moreover all z.s.f. are obtained in this way [ó] .
It is convenient to parametrize the c^ as follows [6] . Given <t>\ ff°--»C*, there exists $ 0 € V such that 0(TT X ) =g~< x^ for all XGi?*; this so is not uniquely determined by #, but is unique modulo (27r*yiog q)R. Let where the polynomial P is that defined in (2.1).
This is proved by computing the integral (4.3). For this purpose the Iwahori decomposition of U [4] is used to split up U into a disjoint union of double cosets U w (wÇ-W), and the integral over TJ W is calculated by induction on the integer n(w). (It is not the case that the terms in the sum on the right-hand side of (4.5) correspond to the integrals over the double cosets U w ; it is more complicated than that.)
Formula ( K) ), but we can afford to ignore the rest of Q + because it will have Plancherel measure zero. The space flj is the quotient of iV 0 firstly by the lattice (2ri/log q)R and then by the Weyl group W 9 i.e. it is of the form T/W where T is an /-dimensional real torus. Let ds be a Euclidean measure on iVo and let dx be a Haar measure on G. Then This is an easy consequence of Theorem 1. It agrees with Mautner's result [5] for the case of PGL (2, K) .
